
 
There is more to the small town 
of Relic than most humans 
realize. Even for Damon, a 
werewolf who has long watched 
over its borders, life is beginning 
to take a turn for the 
unexplained. Will he be able to 
resist where lust is driving him? 
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Through the darkening woods, Damon’s sharp eyes 

made out a pale shape sprawled on the leaf-strewn 

earth. As he approached, his paws skimming silently 

over the undergrowth, the shape began to resolve 

itself. There, the sharpness of an upturned jawline, the 

unbroken flow of bare skin along a proffered throat. It 

was impossible not to know him, to suck in breaths 

tinged with his scent like a shipwreck victim coming 

up for air. The distance between them was unbearable. 

He moved, leaping upward to land with his hands on 

either side of Luce’s head, his now very human body 

pressed against the length of the boy spread out below 

him. Luce arched into him and moaned, Damon’s 

echoing growl low and possessive. His tongue traced 

the contours of Luce’s neck, his hips rolling to grind 

the aching heaviness of his cock against Luce’s own. 

Luce whined, the sound laced with need, and Damon 

bit down on his shoulder, marking him, claiming him, 

his fingers roving over Luce’s fevered skin. He reached 

down to wrap a hand around the pulsing insistence of 

them both, barely hanging on as he was overwhelmed 

by their sheer proximity, Luce’s heartbeat drumming 

into him, the scent and sound and feel of him 

everywhere, driving Damon toward the edge— 
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He snapped awake the exact instant that his body 

tensed with his release. It took him a moment to come 

back to himself, finding the sheets wrapped around 

him, the empty silence of the room mocking. His head 

dropped forward into his hands.  

 

He knew this had to stop before he lost his mind 

completely. 
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